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Mandatory Escrow Schemes , Law and Polit ics .

John Kasdan *

The concept of key escrowing first became nat ional news at an ext raordinary event , a product

announcement by the White House . On Apri l 16 , 1993 a press release describing the Clipper

chip was released by the Office of the White House press secretary . The Clipper chip was

a tamper-proof chip , produced by the Mykot ronx Corporat ion , incorporat ing a classified algo

rithm , SKIPJACK, and a so called unit key which would be spli t into two " shares � so that

law enforcement personnel, with appropriate authorizat ion , could obtain the two parts which ,

when combined , would enable them to execute wiretaps on t ransm issions encoded by the chip .

The dist inct ive feature of this scheme was that the holders of the two pieces of informat ion,

the so-called escrow agents, could , individually, not deduce the unit key from the informat ion

they posessed. Although there had been previous academ ic discussion of the escrowing concept ,

most ly based on the work of Silvio Micali , the Clipper chip was the first device incorporat ing

the concept which was widely displayed.

The original proposal for the Clipper Chip called for only two escrow agents , the Nat ional

Inst i tute of Standards and Technology and a division of the Treasury Department, both govern

mental agencies . The procedure for producing the shares suffered from the disadvantage that

both shares were produced at the same point, in a secure faci li ty so that it was unlikely that

neut ral observers would be able to verify that the two shares were kept separate . To further add

to dist rust of the chip , the SKIPJACK algorithm was pointedly not made generally available for

evaluat ion , although a small group of cryptographers were shown it . Thus some people feared

that there m ight be a " t rap door" in the algorithm which would make it possible for government

officials to break Clipper t ransm issions , even without going through the request perm issions

which were described as being necessary to unite the shares.

The mult iple problems of the Clipper chip proposal led to many expressions of dist rust of the

system by various segments of the cryptographic community. RSA Data Security, the prem ier

firm in non -governmental encrypt ion even deemed the issue worthy of a " Sink the Clipper �

T -Shirt . Eventually , Mat t Blaze showed that there was a flaw in the protocol used by Clipper
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and its brethren which could defeat the methods by which taps were supposed to be carried out.

Although various governmental sources connected with the Clipper chip proposal denied that the

protocol fai lure had serious consequences for Clipper’s use in its primary intended applicat ion,

telephony, the Clipper seemed rather quickly to die , presumably of embarassment, after the Blaze

paper was published in the m iddle of 1994 .

Short ly thereafter, Vice President Gore wrote a let ter to Rep . Maria Cantwell which was

widely interpret ted as abandoning the Clipper chip init iat ive. Although Gore has since suggested

that his let ter was m isinterpret ted , one part of it was clear at the t ime, and apparent ly remains

the policy of this adm inist rat ion . That is that the adm inist rat ion wants any general use of st rong

encrypt ion to include key escrowing for the purpose of aiding law enforcement.

Although the Clipper chip proposal was presented as voluntary for any use except for com

municat ions with the Government , the logic presented for the escrowing scheme would seem

necessari ly to require that key escrowing be mandatory. As the Apri l 13 press release said ,

>

" The chip is an important step in addressing the problem of encrypt ion’s dual -edge sword :

encrypt ion helps to protect the privacy of individuals and indust ry , but it also can shield

crim inals and terrorists. We need the " Clipper Chip � and other approaches that can both

provide law -abiding cit izens with access to the encrypt ion they need and prevent crim inals

from using it to hide their i llegal act ivi t ies ."

However, i f Clipper, or more generally key escrowing, were to be merely voluntary, it would

seem likely that crim inals would make use of non escrowed st rong encrypt ion so as to be able

further to hide their communicat ions from law enforecment agencies.

The Clipper chip was , clearly, a public relat ion fiasco . Although no part of the project

was handled really well , probably the worst aspect of the project was the at tempt to establish a

proprietary encrypt ion algorithm as a standard , i f not actually as the unique, mandated encrypt ion

method . If there is any single guiding tenet of modern cryptography, it is that security should

lie only in the key and not in an at tempt to keep the encrypt ion algorithm secret . Too much of

the history of cryptography, such as the breaking of the German ENIGMA during World War II ,

recounts " impossible� occurences whereby the enemy has gained possession of a " secret � code

machine and thereby comprom ised an ent ire set of messages . Many people no longer believe

that anything is gained by hiding algorithms . Thus SKIPJACK was , properly , dist rusted from

the moment it was announced .

a

>

Furthermore the method of escrowing which was suggested for the Clipper proposal involved

user’s keys being in the hands of two Federal agencies . With incidents like Watergate and the
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ri f ling of State Department passport records for poli t ical purposes all too frequent in our recent

history, it is not surprising that people felt that shares escrowed under the Clipper proposal m ight

not be very safe and m ight even be comprom ised at their creat ion .

The weakness of the Clipper proposal, moreover , cont rasted with the richness of concurrent

developments in the non -governmental cryptographic area. The increased power of such chips as

the Power PC, the Alpha and the Pent ium great ly speeded up the computat ionally intense public

key encrypt ion methods . Triple DES and DEA, along with the surprising revelat ion of the RC4

algorithm , followed by the release of the RC5 algorithm gave users a wide choice of symmetric

data encrypt ing techniques . With all these choices available , i t is not surprising that the mult iply

flawed Clipper proposal was rejected , especially when the logic of the proposal st rongly suggested

that Clipper m ight move from a voluntary opt ion to the only available encrypt ion method .

Escrowing is a rich technique. Clipper is a system where a single classified encrypt ion

method comes with keys established in a government cont rolled inaccessible faci li ty, which are

then divided into a small number of shares held ent irely by the government . It is possible to have

an escrowing system with none of those characterist ics . That is , there could be key escrowing

with heterogeneous publicly disclosed algorithms where users established their own keys and

shares, which were then escrowed with arbit rary numbers of agents , at least some of whom

might be non governmental organizat ions .

As an example of escrowing, consider escrowing the private key in the first public key

encrypt ion system invented , Diffie -Hellman key passing .The solut ion to the problem of passing

a private key through a public communicat ions channel depends on there being no efficient way

to solve a certain mathemat ical problem . In 1978 , Diffie and Hellman found an appropriate

problem which could be applied to the key passing problem . Let p be a large, perhaps 150 digit ,

prime number. That is , a number divisible only by 1 and by itself, like 3 or 71. Efficient ways

to find such numbers are known . We may assume that p is known to everyone who is interested .

Let b be some number greater than but less than p , of approximately the same size as p , i .e.

also a 149 or 150 digit number. Assume that b is also generally known . Finally, let r be another

large number less than p . But assume that r is not known . The difficult problem is : given p , b ,

and 5" ( mod p ) ( which means raise b to the r - th power and then subt ract as many mult iples of p

as necessary to make the result greater than and less than p . I.e.,I = " (modp) is the unique6

number, < x < p , such that there is a whole number n with + npr= 6 . )

By analogy with normal logarithms , this is called the discrete log problem . The reason that
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it is easy to t ind regular logarithms is that for I > 1, logu < 2. But that is not t rue for discrete

- 49 ,logs . For example , 4116 ( mod 59 ) is 3 , and 3 is less than 16. As an example , 41" ( mod 59 )

what is r ? ( The answer is 15 , but it is hard to find except by t rial and error . )

Given the difficulty of solving the discrete log problem , here is how key passing works .

Assume p and b , as above are generally known . The first party tells the second that he wishes

to communicate , privately , with her . She agrees . He then secret ly chooses a large number r ,

which is less than p - 1 . He then tells her b" (mod p). She, secret ly, chooses a large s , less than p - 1 ,

and communicates bs ( modp ) . Now he can raise her number to his power , reduce mod p , and get

( 65 ) * ( modp ) , while she can raise his number to her power and reduce, get t ing (67 )*(mod p ). But

both of these numbers are equal to 6"s(mod p ), so both part ies know the same number and the

first few digits of these equal numbers can be used as their private key for a DES transm ission .

Up unt i l the present, no easy way to solve that problem has been found , and many competent

>

mathemat icians have t ried .

>

It is next necessary to explain how the private key, the exponent r , can be escrowed . The

idea , due to Silvio Micali , is to have some number , n > 1, of escrow agents , each of which will

hold some piece of informat ion ( the " share " ) such that i f all of the agents combine their shares

it wi ll be possible to reconst ruct the exponent r , but i f any proper subset of the agents uses only

the shares they collect ively have, not only will they not be able to reconst ruct the key ; they will

not even have any advantage in solving the discrete log problem over anyone who did not have

access to their shares .

> 1

n

In the case of Diffie -Hellman , this is ext remely easy to do . Remember that the public key

associated with the private key, r , is 6" (mod p).Now since, by Fermat ’s li t t le Theorem , bp - 1 is

congruent to 1 , ( modp ) , r need only be known ( mod ( p - 1) ) . The escrowing scheme , then , is to

choose n - 1 numbers, ai , random ly from the interval ( 1, .. , 1� 1] and choose an such that ai isn

congruent to r , (mod (p - 1)).The share of the i - th escrow agent is ai . The proof that this fi ts our

requirement for an escrowing scheme ( that no proper subset of the escrow agents can reconst ruct

the private informat ion from their shares is very sim ilar to the proof that a one t ime pad cannot

be broken : for any possible private key , r , and any set of shares, ai, 1< i < m , there exists another

set of shares, Am +1,... , An such that Lai congruent to r (mod ( p � 1) ) .

In other words , just as with one t ime pads , for any cyphertext there exists some possible

plaintext and some possible pad which together yield the cyphertext , for any proper subset of

shares there is a complementary set of shares which yields any possible private key . So in the
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case of one t ime pads all that one can know is the (maximum possible ) length of the plaintext

and with the escrow system described one learns nothing about the private key .

Furthermore , escrow schemes can be designed which enable some number less than all of

the escrow agents to reconst ruct the private key . Such a scheme could , for example , be based on

on the fact that n + 1 points on the graph of an n - th order polynom ial of one variable completely

determ ine the polynom ial , while for any n given points in the plane with different x coordinates ,

one may find some n - th order polynom ial passing through any other point with an x coordinate

different from those of the n given points . Thus if the share given to each of M > n + 1 agents

was a pair , ( xi , f ( x ; ) ) , Zi # , and the private key was f ( ) , than any n + l agents could , by use

of the Newton interpolat ion formula, const ruct the private key, while any n , or fewer, agents

would derive no aid in finding the private key from their shares . Obviously this scheme can be

generalized to have different classes of agents so that , for example , any 2 from class 1 and 4

from class 2 ( but no fewer from either class ) could reconst ruct the key .

�

Sim ilar , though in detai l more complicated, escrowing schemes exist for RSA encrypt ion

and for other public key systems . In fact, the above described systems , working ( mod 256 ) , could

be used to escrow keys for the public key DES method .

The reason I have described escrowing in such detai l is to support the proposit ion that

escrowing is as theoret ically secure as the encrypt ion system whose keys are being escrowed.

The next quest ion , then , is whether an actual escrowing scheme would be secure .

The advantage of mult iple agents is simply that a conspiracy among agents to release keys

would become more difficult when there would have to be a greater number of partcipants for

a successful conspiracy. Legal incent ives , in the form of crim inal penalt ies for unauthorized

disclosures and , perhaps , rewards for agents revealing at tempts to obtain shares could also

increase the security of shares. Private escrow agents m ight also be perceived as having common

values with their users and would therefor be seen as less likely to comprom ise shares. Somewhat

fancifully, one can imagine a world with Chabad , Shabazz , Aryan Nat ion and other special

interest escrow agents .

Such an escrowing regime , of course , int roduces an ext ra vulnerabili ty to a user of encrypt ion.

A potent ial eavesdropper could at tempt to obtain the shares of as many of the agents as were

required to reveal the key , but doing one theft from the user would probably be vast ly easier

than pulling off a mult iplici ty of thefts from organizat ions which existed solely for the purpose

of safeguarding data . There would , of course , be incent ives for employees of escrow agents to
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discover keys . Presumably many of the keys would make possible such lucrat ive act ivit ies as

inst i tut ing money transfers from a user’s account to that of the faithless employee . However

sim ilar incent ives exist today for, say , bank employees and a combinat ion of legal sanct ions

and internal cont rols seems to hold down the number of embezzlements . And , in the escrow

situat ion , there is the addit ional complicat ion that the embezzler would also have to coordinate

with insiders at a large number of other escrow agents .

Law enforcement officials, at tempt ing to listen in on t ransm issions for which they have not

obtained authorizat ion, would be in the posit ion of any other int ruder.

In other words, a broadly diversified escrow system with users creat ing and delivering their

own shares to agents of their own choice would be clearly more secure than the world in which

most of us now live ; that is , a world in which we regularly make unencrypted t ransm issions that

can be intercepted by anyone with the technical abi li ty to do so .

a

Thus there seems to be some just i f icat ion for the claim , often made by the FBI and others in

favor of key escrowing schemes that all that such a scheme would do is to leave law enforcement

in the posit ion it is in today, capable of execut ing a warrant , but st i ll facing the st ringent

requirements of obtaining a warrant under Tit le III . ( Sim ilar claims were made in behalf of the

recent ly passed Digital Telephony bill , 47 U.S.C. $ 1001 et . seq . ) If this claim is t rue , and

mandatory escrow would merely preserve the status quo ante , what reasons could there be for

opposing such a proposal ?

Several possible answers to this quest ion come to m ind . The first is that it is only the

existence of private st rong encrypt ion that makes it possible for an individual personally to

defeat law enforcement wiretapping . Unt i l the decision in Katz v . U.S., 389 U.S. 347 ( 1967) ,

wiretapping was not even considered a search and did not require a warrant . Start ing from

that baseline , the legislat ive requirements of Tit le III , requiring not only a showing of probable

cause , but also that the wiretap is either necessary for an invest igat ion or that all other methods

are too dangerous , was a vast increase in protect ion for individual privacy. And judicial and

legislat ive protect ion was , unt i l the advent of personal encrypt ion , the only type of protect ion

that elect ronic privacy could expect . At the present , though , the potent ial for an individual to

deploy cryptography which m ight take a major nat ion years to break , makes self help possible .

This technological breakthrough just happens to come at a t ime when many, according

to the polls most , Americans have reached a new low in their est imat ion of the government .

Accordingly, it is not surprising that many people would react angri ly to any rest rict ion on their
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abili ty to shield their affairs from agents of the government.

However , I wonder whether that react ion is not the property primari ly of the cryptographic

eli te . Cryptography has not yet become a major nat ional issue . Crime however has . I am by no

means certain what the outcome would be if a sizable port ion of the American people understood

the debate over key escrowing, but it would not surprise me if the issue was seen as one of

protect ion against crim inals , and if there was overwhelm ing support for rest rict ing encrypt ion to

whatever degree law enforcement felt was necessary .

Discussions of possible Const itut ional infirm it ies to mandatory escrowing laws , i f they are

not undertaken purely as intellectual excercises , presuppose that such a law could be passed .

Ruth Bader Ginsberg said about the right to abort ions that it would have been bet ter i f such a

right had been established through the poli t ical system , rather than through the Courts . I think the

same is t rue of encrypt ion . Further , since the Const itut ional challenges to a mandatory escrow

law appear to be far less than slam dunks , it m ight be advisable for those who would oppose

such a law to start considering how a poli t ical opposit ion could be made.

The first step in such a st rategy is clearly to ident ify the costs imposed by mandatory

escrowing. One such cost is the symbolism inherent in saying that the government can compel

individuals to organize their lives for the purpose of expedit ing wiretaps . Although it can

be argued that the laws regarding the removal of vehicle ident if icat ion numbers ( VIN’s ) , 18

U.S.C. $ 511( a ) ( 1 ) , and firearm serial numbers , 26 U.S.C. 85861(g ),have already established the

principle , the symbolism of a law affect ing all telephones would be vast ly more powerful. Of a

lesser degree is the cost in efficiency that a mandatory escrow law would impose . Presumably

such a law would require re - escrowing upon changing one’s key . This would presumably be no

harder than having a new key cert i f ied in a key cert i f icat ion scheme , a field in which much work

has been done . But for those who were willing to depend on more casual key t ransm it tal , the

requirement of escrowing would impose some cost . It seems likely , however , that the costs of

the Digital Telephony bill in actual costs and possible deteriorat ion of service will be far greater

than any costs associated with key escrowing , and it must be not iced that the digital telephony

costs have not been a major poli t ical issue .

The other possible at tack on a mandatory escrow act which occurs to me is to focus on what

benefits law enforcement expects to get from such a bill .

At a recent meet ing of the Associat ion of the Bar of the City of New York , Special Agent

Jim Kallst rom of the New York Office of the FBI said that the FBI was

in the informat ion business of collect ing crim inal informat ion . Now who are these crim i
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nals ? You all know who they are , you read the papers . They’re the people who blew up the

World Trade Center , the cost of which is est imated by the Port Authority of New York as

somewhere around 5 Billion dollars to the GNP of this area . They’re the terrorists . They’re

the drug dealers . And the kidnappers , the extort ionists . They’re the child pornographers .

You know they’re all these people who we’re chartered to put out of business for the good

of all of us . For the good of society . One way we do this is with elect ronic survei llance . A

larger and larger part of the informat ion that goes on the table in these crimes is obtained

through elect ronic survei llance . So the not ion that we’re giong to allow crim inali ty to be

beyond the scope of the law , beyond the scope of a search warrant ; the not ion that they’re

going to have a reservoir immune from the judicial process, the idea that we’re going to

give up on the not ion of collect ing the crit ical informat ion about the kidnapping of a young

child that m ight save that chi ld’s li fe. We’re not yet ready to say that the genie’s out of the

bot t le . ... The not ion that technology is just some sort of snake that ’s sli thering along, and

that it should go wherever it likes , wherever the brain t rust is going to let that go , without

a realizat ion that there’s public policy issues here - public safety issues here � is , I think , a

very naive approach .

Transcript of January 19 , 1995 Meet ing , at 8-9 .

The interst ing thing about this statement, besides its somewhat overheated tone , is that it

ident i f ies only one group with any specifici ty, the World Trade Center bombers . And that is a

case in which it is clear that the current abi li ty to conduct elect ronic survei llance without any

technical impediments did the FBI no good at all . Had the bombers not been concerned about

collect ing the $ 150 deposit on the t ruck they blew up , all of them might have escaped the count ry ,

just as the masterm ind of the group did . In short, the best defense against a possible mandatory

escrow law might not be Const itut ional , but m ight rather consist of a poli t ical argument that

the gains from such a law would not equal the costs it would impose . I suspect that such an

argument would require convincing people that the symbolic disadvantage of lim it ing encrypt ion

would be greater than the help that such a law would give law enforcement, and I suspect that

such an argument will prove hard to make, since crime is a hot - but ton item and , as of yet ,

encrypt ion is not .

Having made the point that a poli t ical at tempt to forestall the passage of a mandatory

escrowing bill m ight be a bet ter st rategy than a legal challenge to such a bi ll after it was passed ,

it must st i ll be noted that there are interest ing Const itut ional quest ions that such a bi ll would

raise .

I. First Amendment Problems

Suppose that Congress passed a law saying that any person who used encrypt ion over any

elect ronic communicat ions lines had to have an escrowing scheme for that method approved by
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the XSA Yescrow schemes for several popular methods like Diffie -Hellman and RSA would be

approved in advance of the law taking effect; for other systems the user would have to propose

the scheme and have it approved ) and escrow her key with any number , up to some maximum ,

of registered escrow agents before using the encrypt ion method . If the user changed her key ,

she would have to escrow the new key before she could use it .

The law would provide that , upon obtaining a warrant in accordance with the current provi

sions of Tit le III , law enforcement agents could obtain the shares from the escrow agents of the

subject of the warrant and carry out their wiretap . The law would provide substant ial penalt ies

if , after obtaining the warrant , the agents determ ined that the subject was not using her escrowed

key for t ransm it t ing

The law would also contain requirements for escrow agents and would provide for penalt ies

if the agents either refused to honor warrants for shares , or not i f ied clients that a request for

shares had been made . 1

a

The first, and crucial point , to not ice about my proposed law is that it does not at tempt to

regulate the content of any speech. That is , the law applies to any message send by telephone or

e -mail, regardless of the content of that message . If the message is to be encrypted , it must be

encrypted by a system for which there exists an approved key escrowing scheme , and the key

must have been appropriately escrowed .

The Supreme Court has recent ly st ressed that the quest ion of whether a law regulates speech

on the basis of the content of that speech is crucial to determ ine the level of scrut iny which

will be given to that law . " [ T ]he First Amendment , subject only to narrow and well - understood

except ions , does not countenence governmental cont rol over the content of messages expressed

by private individuals . Our precedents thus apply the most exact ing scrut iny to regulat ions that

suppress, disadvantage, or impose different ial burdens upon speech because of its content .

In cont rast, regulat ions that are unrelated to the content of speech are subject to an intermediate

level of scrut iny ."

Turner Broadcast ing System v . F.C.C., 114 S.Ct . 2445 , 58-59 ( 1994) .

The Court , in t rying to determ ine whether the regulat ions in quest ion ( which require most

1 In fact , there already exists one regulat ion rest rict ing the use of cryptography . 47 C.F.R.

$ 95.412 ( a ) states that � You may use your Civi lian Band stat ion to t ransm it two way plain language

communicat ions. Two way plain language communicat ions are communicat ions without codes

or coded messages.�
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cable operators to carry the programming of local broadcast television stat ions ) were content

based or content neut ral noted that " the rules benefit all full powered broadcasters ... be they

commercial or non - commercial, independant or network -affi liated , English or Spanish language ,

religious or secular ." id . at 2460 .

The Court also st ressed that the regulat ion was " based only upon the manner in which

speakers t ransm it their messages to viewers , and not on the messages they carry." id .

In the case of the proposed encrypt ion statute , i t is again only " the manner in which speakers

t ransm it their messages� which is being regulated. The law is not intended to apply only to

poli t ical speech or ant i - fem inist speech or any other part icular type of message which m ight be

t ransm it ted . Instead it applies to any message which is t ransm it ted in a certain way, namely

encrypted.

The appropriate test for a content - neut ral rgulat ion of speech was set forth in United States

v . O’Brien , 391 U.S. 367 ( 1968 ) . Such a regulat ion will be sustained if, " it furthers an important

or substant ial governmental interest ; i f the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression

of free expression ; and if the incidental rest rict ion on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no

greater than is essent ial to the furtherance of that interest .� 391 U.S. at 377. The Turner Court

endorsed , and in fact direct ly applied , this test . 114 S.Ct . at 2469 .

It is to be noted that , formally, this test is not a " balancing� test . It is more deferent ial to

government interests than that . It does not demand that the governmental interest in quest ion

" outweigh " the speech interest that the regulat ion impairs . It merely requires that the interest

be " important or substant ial� and that the method adopted to meet that object ive interferes with

speech interest no more than is necessary to achieve the end .

At this point it becomes necessary to consider the important or substant ial purpose which the

government m ight claim was the just i f icat ion for a key escrowing bill . The statement of Agent

Kallst rom , quoted above , is an example of governmental art iculat ion of purpose . Despite the

facial inconsistency of using the World Trade Center case as a just i f icat ion for greater abili t ies to

wiretap , given the deferent ial quali ty of the O’Brien test , i t seems to me quite likely that a court

would find the asserted need for the government to be able to bypass st rong encrypt ion to be an

important or substant ial interest . And , i f the legit imacy of the interest is granted , it is hard to

see how speech interests could be affected any less than they would be by a dist ributed escrow

system . In fact, it may be a more interest ing quest ion to ask whether , i f the concept of key

escrowing had not been developed , a total ban on the non -governmental use of encrypt ion could
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be just i f ied for the purpose of allowing law enforcement oft icials to be able to tap conversat ions.

The basic argument I have presented is that a key escrowing requirement would not be

considered to be content related , and that the government could art iculate important reasons for

having such a law . I have then asserted that , in general , a deferent ial standard is applied in such

condit ions , which would lead to such a law being upheld in the face of a first amendment chal

lenge . However , it is certainly t rue that there have been cases where a law that did not on its face

appear to rest rict speech on the basis of content has , nonetheless , been found unconst i tut ional .

One such area , arguably relevant to cryptography, has been anonym ity .

( Discussion of Talley, NAACP, etc. Discussion of languages , using Meyer and 9th Cir .

Arizona Official Language case . ]

( Discussion of 4th Am . and adm inist rat ive searches and exigent circumstances . )
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